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Abstract: The population of surface broken bonds of some typical sulfide, oxide and salt-type minerals which may belong to cubic, 
tetragonal, hexagonal, or orthorhombic system, were calculated. In terms of the calculation results, the cleavage natures of these 
minerals were analyzed, and the relationship between surface broken bonds density and surface energy was also established. The 
results show that the surface broken bonds properties could be used to predict the cleavage nature of most of minerals, and the 
predicted cleavage planes agree well with those reported in previous literature. Moreover, this work explored a rule that, surface 
broken bonds density is directly related to surface energy with determination coefficient (R2) of over 0.8, indicating that the former is 
a dominant factor to determine the latter. Therefore, anisotropic surface broken bonds density can be used to predict the stability of 
mineral surface and the reactivity of surface atoms.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The comprehensive and efficient utilization of 
complicated, low grade, fine-grained and refractory 
mineral resources is a world-wide thorny problem in the 
field of mineral processing. Froth flotation, a 
surface-chemistry based method, is used largely in 
mineral separation operations. Adjustment and 
modification of the mineral surface properties 
(hydrophobicity particularly) play a dominant role in 
achieving efficient and selective flotation separation of 
complex minerals [1]. 

Surface broken bonds property of a certain mineral, 
as the primary surface property after its cleavage and/or 
fracture in the external stress, i.e. crushing and grinding, 
attracted some attention in recent years. MOON and 
FUERSTENAU [2] calculated the broken bonds 
population and broken ionic bond strength per unit area 
at four spodumene surfaces, and concluded that the 
cleavage of spodumene occurred along the weakest  
{110} plane. The continuative study by RAI et al [3] 
revealed that each Al site on {110} surface had two 
dangling bonds as compared to only one bond on {001}, 
resulting in the preferential chemisorption of oleate on 

{110} surface. XU et al [4] reported that the decreasing 
number of Mn—O or Fe—O broken bonds on {001}, 
{010}, and {100} surfaces of ferberite reflected the order 
of decreasing hydrophobicity of these crystal surfaces in 
sodium oleate solutions. HU et al [5] demonstrated in 
previous reports that, for diaspore and aluminosilicate 
minerals, the presence of broken (dangling) bonds 
affected the physicochemical properties of the cleaved 
surfaces and their interactions with flotation reagents, 
which in turn determined flotation separation 
performance [5]. To be specific, the ratio of the Al—O to 
Si—O broken bonds per unit area on edge surface was in 
the order of diaspore >> kaolinite > illite > pyrophyllite, 
which reversed the order of hydrophobicity of these 
minerals in cationic surfactant solutions. The latest work 
by GAO et al [6] and HU et al [7] indicated that surface 
broken bonds density was directly proportional to surface 
energy for calcium-containing minerals, namely scheelite, 
calcite and fluorite.  Moreover, with the aid of the 
calculation results concerning surface broken bonds and 
surface energy, the commonly exposed surfaces of these 
three minerals were predicted and confirmed by XRD 
analysis. COOPER and de LEEUW [8] suggested that the 
adsorption of one water molecule on Ca site (with two 
broken bonds) of {001} surface of scheelite releases the 
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energy of 22.1 kJ/mol using atomistic simulations, while 
on Ca atom with 4 dangling bonds of {103} surface, an 
average of 78.2 kJ/mol was released as a result of one 
water molecule adsorption. LONGO et al [9] concluded 
that the under-coordination number at Ca atom could be 
used to explain the stability order of {101} and {001} 
scheelite surfaces, since the three broken bonds per Ca 
atom on {101} surface induced more distortions than two 
dangling bonds per Ca site on {001}. 

Given the above, anisotropic surface broken bonds 
can be used to predict the cleavage nature and 
morphologies of mineral crystal, to evaluate the 
reactivity of mineral surface species, and to account for 
the anisotropic adsorption and wetting behaviors of water 
and flotation reagents on mineral surfaces. This work 
will focus on the anisotropic surface broken bonds of 
several typical sulfide, oxide, and salt-type minerals 
which may belong to cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, or 
orthorhombic system, in an attempt to build the 
relationship between surface broken bonds density and 
surface energy, and to establish the validity and 
suitability of calculation of surface broken bonds density 
for predicting the commonly cleaved or exposed surfaces 
of these minerals. To be sure, the conclusions in this 
work will be universal for most of the minerals, and help 
to improve the understanding of the differences in 
wetting and adsorption behaviors by flotation reagents on 
various minerals. 
 
2 Calculation of surface broken bonds 
 

All calculations were performed in Accelrys 
Material Studio 5.0 (MS) modeling package. The crystal 
structures of various minerals were built in Build Crystal 
module using the structure data reported in previous 
literature, as listed in Table 1. 

A range of surface slabs were created from the bulk 
unit cell of mineral crystal at its Miller indices by cleave 
surface module in MS. The density of interplanar bonds 
broken for the creation of a certain surface was 
calculated according to the equation as follows: 

 
Db=Nb/A                                    (1) 

 
where Db and Nb are the surface broken bonds density 
and the broken bonds number per unit cell area on a 
certain surface, respectively; A is mesh area of the 
surface unit cell. 

Taking the galena {100} surface for example, the 
number of surface broken bonds could be evaluated as 
follows. As shown in Fig. 1, there are two Pb−S bonds 
between adjacent two layers within a unit cell along the 
direction of {100} surface. The mesh area (A) of a unit 
cell for {100} surface, could be evaluated by U×V×sin θ, 
while these three parameters (U, V and θ) could be 
automatically provided by the MS software. The A of  

Table 1 Lattice parameters used for crystal building for various 
minerals 

Mineral 
Crystal 
system 

Lattice parameter 

Pyrite (FeS2) Cubic 
a=b=c=0.54067 nm, 

α=β=γ=90º 

Sphalerite (ZnS) Cubic 
a=b=c=0.54093 nm, 

α=β=γ=90º 

Galena (PbS) Cubic 
a=b=c=0.59362 nm, 

α=β=γ=90º 

Cassiterite (SnO2) Tetragonal 
a=0.47373 nm,  

c=0.31864 nm, α=β=γ=90º

Rutile (TiO2) Tetragonal 
a=0.4593 nm, c=0.2959 nm, 

α=β=γ=90º 

Anatase (TiO2) Tetragonal 
a=0.3785 nm, c=0.9514 nm, 

α=β=γ=90º 

Hematite (Fe2O3) Trigonal 
a=0.5038 nm, c=1.3772 nm,

α=β= 90°, γ=120º 

Barite (BaSO4) Orthorhombic 
a=0.88842 nm,  

b=0.54559 nm, c=0.71569 
nm, α=β=γ=90º 

 

 
Fig. 1 Side view of {100} surface of galena (one unit cell, 
Pb=dark gray, S=yellow) 
 
{100} surface was calculated to be 0.1762 nm2. Then the 
surface broken bonds density (Db) of {100} surface 
could be calculated by 2/0.1762 according to Eq. (1), i.e. 
11.35 nm−2. 

The general requirements for the creation of a 
certain surface are as follows: 1) The stronger covalent 
bonds, such as S—O in barite, should not be broken;   
2) The least possible number of cation−anion bonds per 
unit area should be broken. 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Relationship between surface broken bonds 

density and cleavage nature of minerals 
3.1.1 Sulfide minerals 

Pyrite (FeS2) is the most common sulfide mineral, 
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and has an important (but undesired in most cases) role 
in the field of mineral processing, as it often coexists 
with other more valuable minerals such as sphalerite 
(ZnS) and galena (PbS). It is of great importance to study 
the surface properties of these three sulfide minerals, so 
as to achieve the selective separation from each other. 

Pyrite consists of both Fe2+—S2
2− ionic bonds and  

S—S covalent bonds. It was reported by NESBITT et al 
[10] that Fe2+—S2

2− bond energy was greater than 300 
kJ/mol while S—S bond energy was a lower value of 
245 kJ/mol. Analysis of bond energies indicates that    
S—S and Fe—S bonds are both likely to be broken when 
pyrite is cleaved or fractured. For sphalerite and galena, 
cleavage requires the breaking of only Zn—S or Pb—S 
bonds. The results of surface broken bonds densities of 
pyrite, sphalerite and galena, calculated according to  
Eq. (1), are listed in Table 2. 

From Table 2, for pyrite, the surface broken bonds 
density (Db), follows the order: {111}>{311}>{110}> 
{021}>>{001}, while the interlayer spacing (d) is in the 
order: {111}>{001}>{021}>{110}>{311}. COOPER 
and LEEUW [11] reported that when the mineral 
particles were crushed in the first stage of flotation 
process, the minerals would mainly cleave or fracture 
along surfaces that had large interlayer spacing and few 
interplanar bonds. The {001} surface has the smallest 
broken bonds density (Db) and the second largest 
interlayer spacing (d) of five surfaces calculated, and is 
expected to be the most common cleavage surface for 
natural pyrite, which was in good agreement with 
experimental observations [12,13]. {021} surface, with 
the second smallest Db and a larger d, is also predicted to 
be a strong cleavage plane of pyrite. MARIANO and 
BEGER [14] found that the {021} cleavage  
pyritohedron was also the most dominant of 

complementary merohedral forms in pyrite. {111} 
surface has the largest d and a larger Db, taking into 
account electrostatic repulsive force between S2

2−—S− 
adjacent layers, and hence the cleavage may occur 
parallel to this surface. MUROWCHICK and BARNES 
[12] observed some cleavage pyritohedral crystals for 
pyrite, terminated by {021} surface and to a less extent 
{111} surface, respectively. {110} and {311} cleavages 
can rarely occur, which could be explained by their 
larger surface broken bonds densities and smallest 
interlayer distances. It was concluded that pyrite cleaves 
parallel to {001}, {021} and {111} in a decreasing order 
of rank. 

For sphalerite, along the {111}, {311} or {100} 
surface, the alternating arrangements of Zn2+ layer and 
S2− layer with each other cause a relatively strong 
electrostatic attraction between neighbouring layers. In 
addition, in consideration of its largest broken bonds 
density, the {111} cleavage cannot be existent, though 
the interlayer spacing along this surface is the largest. 
{100} or {311} surface, with the smallest interlayer 
distance and a moderate broken bonds density, is also 
rarely seen in sphalerite minerals. {110} surface with 
stoichiometry and charge neutrality, has the smallest 
broken bonds density and second largest interlayer 
spacing of four surfaces calculated as listed in Table 2, 
and therefore is the only perfect cleavage plane [15]. 

For galena, the broken bonds density follows the 
order: {111}>{110}>{100}, while the interlayer spacing 
decreases in this order: {100}, {110} and {111}. {100} 
surface has the smallest Db and largest d, and accordingly 
it is the most prominent cleavage surface when galena 
minerals are crushed and ground. {110} surface with 
moderate Db and d, is also a possible fracture plane   
for galena. Owing to its largest Db and smallest d, {111}  

 
Table 2 Calculation of surface broken bonds population of different sulfide minerals 

Mineral Surface Calculation method of A A/nm2 Nb Db/nm−2 d/nm

{001}or{100} A=0.5417×0.5417×sin 90° 0.2934 4 13.63 0.2708

{210}or{021} A=0.5417×1.2112×sin 90° 0.6561 12 18.29 0.2423

{113}or{311} A=1.3269×0.7661×sin 106.78° 0.9732 18 18.49 0.1630

{110} A=0.5417×0.7661×sin 90° 0.4150 8 19.28 0.1915

Pyrite (FeS2) 

{111} A=0.7661×0.7661×sin 120° 0.5083 10 19.67 0.3128

{110} A=0.5409×0.3825×sin 90° 0.2069 2 9.667 0.1913

{311} A=0.6625×0.3825×sin 106.78° 0.2426 3 12.37 0.1223

{100} A=0.3825×0.3825×sin 90° 0.1463 2 13.67 0.1352
Sphalerite 

(ZnS) 

{111} A=0.3825×0.3825×sin 120° 0.1267 3 23.68 0.2342

{100} A=0.4198×0.4198×sin 90° 0.1762 2 11.35 0.2968

{110} A=0.4198×0.5936×sin 90° 0.2492 4 16.05 0.2099Galena (PbS) 

{111} A=0.4198×0.4198×sin 120° 0.1526 3 19.66 0.1714
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cleavage surface is nonexistent. 
3.1.2 Oxide minerals 

Cassiterite, rutile, anatase, and hematite are the 
main mineral ores for the extraction of tin, titanium, and 
ferrum metals. Therefore, the separation of these 
minerals with other gangue minerals has been some of 
the main objects in the field of mineral processing in 
recent years. As a consequence, it is necessary to 
investigate the bulk and surface properties of these 
minerals such as cleavage nature, surface broken bonds 
rule, and surface energy to further provide theoretical 
guidance for the efficient concentration of these minerals. 
The calculation results of surface broken bonds densities 
of cassiterite, rutile, antase and hematite are listed in 
Table 3. 

Cassiterite has a rutile-type tetragonal structure. In 
this structure each tin (or titanium) cation is surrounded 
by six oxygen atoms in an octahedron, while each 
oxygen anion has a trigonal planar coordination to three 
surrounding tin (or titanium) atoms. As listed in Table 3, 
for cassiterite (SnO2) and rutile (TiO2), the order of 
broken bonds densities of five surfaces is as follows: 
{001}>{211}≥{101}>{100}>{110}. The interlayer 
distance decreases in the order: {110}>{101}>{100}> 
{211}>{001}. Taking cassiterite for instance, the {110} 
surface of charge neutrality, with the smallest Db and 

largest d of five surfaces considered, is the excellent 
cleavage plane. {101} or {100} surface is built up from 
O2−—Sn4+—O2− triple layers of 0.2644 or 0.2369 nm 
distance and terminated by oxygen ions, as shown in  
Fig. 2. Because of the electrostatic repulsion of adjacent 
O2− layers between two triple layers and a relatively large 
d and small Db, {101} and {100} cleavages can easily 
occur in cassiterite. {211} surface possesses a 
comparatively lower Db, leading to a very weak cleavage 
parallel to this surface in the presence of external stress. 
{001} cleavage cannot occur as a result of its largest Db 
and lowest d. In brief, the predominant cleavage in 
cassiterite is {110}, followed by moderate {100} and 
{101}, and finally a very weak {211}. Obviously, rutile 
has the same cleavage nature as cassiterite. 

Compared to rutile, anatase has both an identical 
molecular formula and a different crystal structure. Table 
3 also shows that, for anatase, the density of surface 
broken bonds follows the order: {110}>{211}>{001}> 
{100}>{101}, while the interplanar distance increases in 
the order: {110}<{211}<{100}<{001}<<{101}. Along 
the direction of {101} surface, the interlayer spacing is 
the largest, and the cleavage requires the breaking of the 
lowest bonds number per unit area of five surfaces 
calculated. Accordingly, {101} surface is the dominant 
cleavage plane of anatase. {100} surface possesses the  

 
Table 3 Calculation of surface broken bonds population of different oxide minerals 

Mineral Surface Calculation method of A A/nm2 Nb Db/nm−2 d/nm 

{110} A=0.3186×0.6699×sin 90° 0.2134 2 9.37 0.3350

{100} A=0.4737×0.3186×sin 90° 0.1509 2 13.25 0.2369

{101} or {011} A=0.5709×0.4737×sin 90° 0.2704 4 14.79 0.2644

{211} A=0.7418×0.5709×sin 106.87° 0.4053 6 14.80 0.1764

Cassiterite(SnO2) 

{001} A=0.4737×0.4737×sin 90° 0.2244 4 17.83 0.1593

{110} A=0.2959×0.6496×sin 90° 0.1922 2 10.41 0.3248

{100} A=0.4593×0.2959×sin 90° 0.1359 2 14.72 0.2297

{101} A=0.5463×0.4593×sin 90° 0.2509 4 15.94 0.2488

{211} A=0.7138×0.5463×sin 108.45° 0.3699 6 16.22 0.1687

Rutile (TiO2) 

{001} A=0.4593×0.4593×sin 90° 0.2110 4 18.96 0.1480

{101} or {011} A=0.5458×0.3785×sin 110.29° 0.1938 2 10.32 0.3517

{100} A=0.3785×0.9514×sin 90° 0.3601 4 11.11 0.1893

{001} A=0.3785×0.3785×sin 101.48° 0.1433 2 13.96 0.2379

{211} A=0.7645×0.5458×sin 90° 0.4089 6 14.67 0.1667

Anatase (TiO2) 

{110} A=0.5353×0.5353×sin 60.64° 0.2497 4 16.02 0.1338

{012} A=0.5038×0.5435×sin 90° 0.2738 4 14.61 0.3686

{110} A=0.7411×0.5435×sin 95.92° 0.4006 8 19.91 0.2519

{104} A=0.7411×0.5038×sin 90° 0.3734 8 21.43 0.2703

{101} A=0.5038×0.5435×sin 117.61° 0.2426 6 24.73 0.2080

Hematite (Fe2O3) 

{001} A=0.5038×0.5038×sin 60° 0.2198 6 27.30 0.2295
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Fig. 2 Side view of {101} surface of cassiterite (Sn = grey blue, 
O=red) 
 
second smallest Db and the moderate d, and consequently 
the cleavage can occur parallel to this surface. {001} 
surface has the second largest d and moderate Db, and 
this cleavage also can occur in the presence of external 
stress. {211} and {110} cleavage can rarely occur due to 
their highest Db and smallest d among five surfaces. It 
can be concluded that the predominant cleavage in 
anatase is {101} surface followed by moderate {100} 
and {001} surfaces. 

For hematite, the surface broken bonds density 
follows the order: {001}>{101}>{104}>{110}>{012}, 
while the interlayer spacing decreases in the order: 
{012}>{104}>{110}>{001}>{101}, as listed in Table 3. 
{012}, {104} and {110} surfaces are built from 
alternating electroneutral O—Fe—O—Fe—O unit layers 
with largest interlayer spacings of all the surfaces 
considered, i.e., 0.3686, 0.2703 and 0.2519 nm, 
respectively. Owing to their lower densities of surface 
broken bonds and the electrostatic repulsion of adjacent 
O2− layers between two electroneutral unit layers, it is 
relatively easy for hematite to fracture parallel to {012}, 
{104} and {110} planes, though the literature reported 
that hematite had no distinct cleavage. Along {001} and 
{101} surfaces, the alternating arrangements of Fe3+ 
layer and O2− layer with each other cause a stronger 

electrostatic attraction between two adjacent layers. In 
addition, the largest Db also prohibits the cleavage or 
fracture to occur parallel to {001} and {101} planes. It 
should be noted that there is a dipole moment 
perpendicular to {001} or {101} surface formed by 
alternate layers of Fe3+ and O2−. Therefore, this dipolar 
surface is likely to be less stable. While dipolar surfaces 
can exist, and this normally leads to twinning of crystals 
to remove the dipole. That is why hematite usually 
exhibits {001} and {101} twinning types and shows a 
well-defined parting parallel to {001} and {101} planes. 
In this context, {012} and {104} surfaces could be 
considered the commonly exposed planes for hematite 
mineral particles. 
3.1.3 Salt-type minerals 

The latest research shows that, for the minerals 
containing tungstate and carbonate poly-anions, namely 
scheelite and calcite, the surface broken bonds density 
can be used to predict their commonly exposed cleavage 
planes [6,7]. Here, barite, another poly-anion bearing 
mineral, was chosen to verify the accuracy of the above 
conclusion. 

In barite bulk structure, each barium atom is 
coordinated by twelve oxygen atoms belonging to seven 
separate sulphate groups, while each oxygen atom is 
four-coordinated to three neighboring calcium atoms and 
one sulphur atom. As listed in Table 4, the surface broken 
bonds density of barite follows the order: 
{100}>{010}>{211}>{101}>{210}>{001}, while the 
interlayer spacing decreases in the order: 
{100}>{001}>{210}>{211}>{010}>{101}. All the six 
surfaces are of stoichiometry and charge neutrality.  
{001} and {210} surfaces have the smallest Db and much 
larger d among the six surfaces, and naturally are the 
perfect cleavage planes of barite minerals. {211} surface 
with a moderate Db and d, could be secondary cleavage 
plane of barite as a complementary form of {210} 
cleavage.  {101} has the lowest d among six surfaces 
calculated and moderate Db, accordingly the cleavage 
cannot easily occur parallel to this direction. In 
consideration of the highest Db, {010} and {100} 
cleavages are hard to exist. 

 
Table 4 Calculation of surface broken bonds population of salt-type mineral 

Mineral Surface Calculation method of A A/nm2 Nb Db/nm−2 d/nm 

{001} A=0.8884×0.5458×sin 90° 0.4849 8 16.50 0.3578 

{210} A=1.4074×0.7153×sin 90° 1.0067 20 19.87 0.3445 

{101} A=1.1406×0.5458×sin 90° 0.6225 14 22.49 0.1859 

{211} A=1.2644×0.8998×sin 79.17° 1.1174 26 23.29 0.3104 

{010} A=0.7153×0.8884×sin 90° 0.6355 16 25.18 0.2728 

Barite (BaSO4) 

{100} A=0.5458×0.7153×sin 90° 0.3904 10 25.62 0.4442 
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3.2 Relationship between surface broken bonds 

density and surface energy of minerals 
When a certain mineral surface was cleaved, surface 

species lost certain coordinate bonds with the 
surrounding atoms, and hence became under- 
coordinated. Consequently, this surface was unstable and 
had the tendency to adsorb foreign species. Generally 
speaking, the stability of the surface with or without 
adsorbed species depends on its surface energy. Surface 
energy, in turn can be assumed to be directly related to 
the bond energy and the number of broken bonds on the 
surface. It is clear that, in moving forward, for a certain 
mineral that has one type of bonds broken when cleaved, 
surface energy is a function of the density of surface 
broken bonds on the surface. 

Using the previous published data [16−24], 
concerning surface energies of the minerals considered in 
this study, the relationship between surface energy and 
surface broken bonds density was evaluated and 
confirmed, as shown in Figs. 3−5. These figures clearly 
show that surface energies reported in literature are 
positively correlated with the densities of surface broken 
 

 
Fig. 3 Relationship between surface energy and surface broken 
bonds density of sulfide minerals 
 

 
Fig. 4 Relationship between surface energy and surface broken 
bonds density of oxide minerals 

 

 
Fig. 5 Relationship between surface energy and surface broken 
bonds density of salt-type mineral 
 
bonds calculated in this work, with determination 
coefficients of over 0.8. This implies that the number of 
broken bonds on the surface serves as a predominant 
factor that determines surface energy of the minerals 
considered in this study which may belong to cubic, 
tetragonal, hexagonal, or orthorhombic system. In 
addition, the latest study on fluorite, calcite and scheelite 
[6,7] also confirmed to the above finding. It is tenable to 
conclude that this is a universal rule which may apply to 
most of minerals. 

Surface energy is commonly given by half the 
energy needed to cut a given crystal into two half crystals, 
and thus it provides a measure of the thermodynamic 
stability of a cleavage plane. In this way, the density of 
surface broken bonds and surface energy could be both 
used as a good measure to predict the cleavage nature 
and surface reactivity of minerals. However, compared to 
the calculation of surface broken bonds, the 
determination of surface energy is more costly and 
time-consuming [25]. Thus, compared to surface energy, 
the density of surface broken bonds is a better measure 
for the cleavage property and surface stability for a 
certain mineral with a relatively simple formula, and may 
provide a check on the accuracy of surface energy 
calculations. 
 
3.3 Interpretation for reactivity of surface atom using 

surface broken bonds properties 
The stability of a surface without adsorbed species 

depends on its surface energy. And surface energy is 
directly related to the strength and number of broken 
(dangling) bonds on the surface. It is acceptable to 
conclude that the reactivity of a surface atom arises from 
the unsatisfied valence or dangling bonds caused by the 
creation of this surface. For instance, COOPER and 
LEEUW [11] reported that on scheelite {101} and {103} 
surfaces, a methanoic acid molecule interacted with one 
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surface calcium atom through its carbonyl oxygen atom. 
The adsorption of a mechanoic acid molecule on {103} 
surface releases more energy (138 kJ/mol) than that on 
{101} surface (102 kJ/mol). Since there is no steric 
hindrance existing during the adsorption process, the 
distinction in adsorption energy may be attributed to the 
different reactivity of calcium atoms on these two 
surfaces. It is easy to found that when creating the 
surfaces, the calcium ion on {101} surface loses three 
coordinate bonds to oxygen atoms, while for calcium ion 
on {103} surface, four bonds is lost. Therefore, the 
calcium on {103} surface is more reactive than that on 
{101} surface, leading to a more adsorption energy when 
a methanoic acid molecule is adsorbed. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) The population of surface broken bonds of some 
typical sulfide, oxide and salt-type minerals which may 
belong to cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, or orthorhombic 
system, were calculated in this work, through which the 
cleavage natures of these minerals were analyzed. This 
work shows that the anisotropic surface broken bonds 
could be used to correctly predict the cleavage nature of 
most of minerals, and the predicted cleavage planes 
accord well with those reported in previous literature. 

2) The relationship between surface broken bonds 
density calculated in this work and surface energy 
published in previous literature, was established. It was 
found that surface broken bonds density was directly 
proportional to surface energy with determination 
coefficients of over 0.8, demonstrating that the former 
was a dominant factor determining the latter. 

3) Compared to surface energy, anisotropic surface 
broken bonds is a better measure for the cleavage 
property and surface stability for a certain mineral with a 
relatively simple formula, and may provide a new idea 
for the evaluation of reactivity of surface atom. 
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矿物的解理性质及表面能：各向异性的表面断裂因素 
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摘  要：利用 Materials Studio 软件计算研究几种属于立方、四方、六方或单斜晶系等不同晶系的典型硫化矿、氧

化矿和含氧酸盐矿物的表面断裂键性质，分析这些矿物的解理特性，并建立表面断裂键密度与表面能的关系。结

果表明：表面断裂键性质可以用来预测大部分矿物的解理特性，预测结果与文献报道一致。对于某种矿物，表面

断裂键的密度与表面能成正比，决定系数 R2皆大于 0.8，表明表面断裂键的密度大小是决定表面能的关键因素。

同时，表面断裂键的数目可用来预测矿物表面的稳定性及表面原子的反应活性。 

关键词：表面断裂键；解理；表面能；黄铁矿；闪锌矿；锡石；金红石；赤铁矿 
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